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Abstract 

 
Despite a noticeable decline in the South African mining industry, opportunities still exist to exploit the current 
resources. Curbing the devastating effects of this decline and the job losses would necessitate a change in approach; 
to one that promotes safe and profitable mining, to enable consistent product development or service reliability. 
Manufacturing methodologies such as Lean Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints were adopted to demonstrate the 
slot raising in long-hole stoping mining. Slot raise is the critical long-hole stope stage, that if effectively executed 
warrants optimal extraction of the planned reserves. Challenges with achieving the consistent performance of long-
hole stopes performances were experienced to have been a major challenge at South Deep contributing to poor slot 
raise establishment often leading to re-work. Hence, it was prudent to consider improvement interventions to reduce 
wastage and promote good recoveries. Improvements of 16% were attained from slot compliance from 56% in 2019 
to 73% for the same period in 2020. These resulted from the design modifications through improvements in current 
slot patterns’ void ratios. Process refinements from rigour tracking and leadership-driven performance ensured the 
right levels of accountability and sustainability of outcomes.   
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1. Introduction 
The global competitive nature of mining economic resources tends to compel mines to seek solutions that promote the 
reduction of wasteful events and improve productivity. In addition to the increase in demand, the quality and 
productivity of the product are basic requirements needed to ensure the sustainability of an organization (O'Connor 
and Kleyner 2012). This article outlines the research work conducted on long hole stope slot raise improvement 
initiatives at one of the Gold Fields branches (South Deep) located Southwest of Johannesburg in South Africa, South 
Deep is the deepest single drop mine in the world with a bulk of its production acquired from long-hole stopes through 
sublevel open stopping methods. Sublevel open stopping is one of the low cost and bulk mining methods with most 
of its development inside the payable ore contact. Development constitutes access ramps that offer ways to drift drives 
that are placed vertically between parallel sublevels and spaced 15 to 20m horizontally (Fellows 2001). The vertical 
and horizontal ore middling defines the stopes’ target ore boundary content. Just like any underground mining method, 
it relies upon the establishment of slot raise to unlock the stopping extraction process. There are four commonly used 
slot establishment methods in mining, these include, conventional raising, drop raising, raise boring, and crater 
blasting (Technical Services 1998). South Deep often deploys the latter two methods, with most of its slots established 
from crater blasting which relies on dense drilling of a slot pattern using a combination of small and large diameter 
holes. As previously noted by Henning (2007) that slot underbreak and dilution are the most common challenges 
experienced in sublevel open stopping. South Deep is not estranged from alluded challenges, with some of its planning 
irregularities relating to re-work emanating from slot establishment failures, which consequently affects the 
organisation’s production profile. 

 
There are various reasons that could potentially cause slot failures. For example, some failures may occur because of 
design flaws, others due to process ineffectiveness or execution-related failures. Whilst there is a wide variety of 
sources leading to slot failures. Most often, these failures perpetually occur because of the inability to identify their 
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root causes.  Root cause analysis ensures that effective solutions are applied to the right problems at the right time, 
thus eliminating wasteful deployment of resources and time. This article aims to explore reliable processes that could 
be deployed to improve the quality and productivity of long-hole stope, particularly the slots. The focus on slots is 
mainly attributed to the critical function they play in enabling long-hole stope extraction. Furthermore, the constituents 
of slot patterns leading to effective slot extraction are examined. The documentation of these improvements informs 
updates of the standards and procedures, in turn, provides a trail on the motive for amendments, particularly as the 
industry transitions to the fourth industrial revolution. 

 
Even though mechanisation is the flavour of the moment, there is still however a fair representation of mines that 
deploy conventional mining techniques. Today’s competitive world drives an aggressive transitioning of mining from 
conventional to mechanised mining methods. Often mechanisation typifies bulk production and necessitates a reliable 
systematic application of processes. Failure to timely deploy or manage the execution of these processes reduces the 
company’s ability to reach its annual targets, consequently affecting its production profile. This failure also nullifies 
the improvement opportunity for more efficient means of mining and productivity increase expected from 
technological improvements.  
 
1.1 Objectives  
In pursuit of curbing the adverse effects caused by long-hole stopes failures, three objectives were formulated, and 
these are outlined below. 

• Firstly, to determine the best practice for quality and reliability analysis.  
• Secondly, to determine the application of quality and reliability management tools in Long-hole stopping. 
• Lastly, explore quality and reliability tools for an Improvement of slot design and extraction for an 

underground massive mine. 
 
2. Literature Review  
Even though mining is inherently a destructive process, compared to other engineering sectors that consist of products 
made from constructive processes. Safety and consistent outcomes are equally important. In mining, the selection of 
the method used to extract the mineral-bearing orebody is key; hence, knowledge of factors that could potentially 
cause undesired outcomes is also crucial. These factors include reinforcement strategies that promote safe rock 
behaviour and effective reserves unlocking strategies. A brief description of factors considered towards acquiring safe 
and effective extraction of mineral reserves is outlined in the following subsections below.  
 
2.1 Overview of the various mining methods 
Mining is a process of extracting minerals from the earth's surface for an economic purpose (Hammel et al. 2000). 
Just like any business, mining derives its profits from the efficiencies and effectiveness of the systems used in the 
extraction and processing of minerals. Extensive transformation displayed in the mining industry in favour of 
mechanisation contributes immensely to mining productivity, and to the safety of both labour and equipment (Copco 
2007). There are various mining methods used depending on their medium of existence as well as the depth extent of 
that particular medium, i.e., water or earth, deep or shallower. According to Mikhailov et al. (2019), mining selection 
is driven by consideration of the following factors: technical, economic, and environmental. The distribution of 
minerals is not uniform and constitutes a small fraction of the earth’s commercially viable minerals (Brannon et al. 
1992). Often, the geometric form of the deposits across the host rock is a determinant factor for a suitable extraction 
method (de la Vergne 2003). Hence, the selected mining method needs to match the orebody deposit to ensure the 
economic viability of the organization.  Mineral deposits are mostly exploited through two types of mining, that is, 
surface and underground mining. 
 
Surface mining constitutes both aqueous and mechanical extraction (Brannon et al. 1992). The former constitutes 
water-bearing minerals consisting of silt, clay, sand, and gravel (Collinson 1986). There is a wide range of tools used 
for the extraction of aqueous deposits and these range from a simple tools to large equipment. Surface mechanical 
methods are used for extracting earth-bearing deposits. These include stripping, opencast and quarrying (Blachowski 
et al. 2017). Surface mining is regarded as the safe mining method deployed to flat dipping orebodies that are classified 
as “soft rock” owing to the ease of rock breaking mechanisms deployed to these rock types. The size of equipment 
used depend upon the stripping ratio: the amount of the overlying rock that is displaced to expose a particular amount 
of ore. The ratio increases from shallow to deeper orebodies, thus necessitating smaller equipment for the latter and 
larger for former.  
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Underground Mining is applied when the stripping ratio of the overlying waste rock to ore becomes higher to allow 
for surface exploitation of the ore reserves. Unlike surface mining, underground mining methods are characterized by 
higher operating costs, owing to lower productivity levels and labour costs. There is a wide variety of methods used 
for underground mining, which are effectively described using a logical approach that accounts for the rock behaviour. 
These entails categorizing mining according to stability, which is self-supporting, needing some level of support or 
caving ability (Balasubramanian 2017).  

 
Self-supporting methods are known to be selective methods where some ore is left behind as pillars to provide ground 
stability. The depth and rock type are the main determinants of the allowable extraction ratios in these methods. In 
some methods optimised ore extractions are explored through pillar robbing, thus inducing a delayed collapse. The 
four commonly applied methods are Room and Pillar, Board and Pillar, Shrinkage and Sublevel Open Stoping. Even 
though these methods provide a self-supporting ability there is a vast difference in safety and production levels 
obtained from each method.  

 
As previously mentioned, that factors such as the attitude, extent, environmental conditions as well as economic 
viability are the major determinants of what method to use. With flatly dipping orebodies deploying the board and 
pillar, and room and pillar methods. Room and pillar are applied to the flat, deep orebodies, and yields high extraction 
ratios in shallow orebodies, as smaller pillars are deployed to prevent subsidence (Brady and Brown 2005).  The 
technique deployed inboard, and pillar is similar to that of room and pillar with the major differences posed by the 
rock type and equipment, where the latter is applied to soft rock and the former on hard rock.  Massive mining methods 
such as shrinkage and sublevel open stopping are used in steeply dipping orebodies and offers different levels of safety 
and productivity, with sublevel open stopping being more favoured to shrinkage.  

 
Supported mine methods are widely used for mining excavations with weaker hanging wall contact, and relies on 
artificial support to prevent uncontrolled excavation collapse (Brady and Brown 2005). Similar to self-supporting 
methods, the equipment used in these methods vary from simple to complex tools depending on the nature of the 
orebody. Methods such as square set stopping are conventional techniques applied to thinner orebodies while thicker 
orebodies are predominated by cut and fill methods and are extracted using machines.  

 
Caving Methods are popularly known for the low cost, high ore recoveries level and the inability to offer selective 
mining (Laubscher 1994). These include sublevel caving, block caving, longwall mining, where the longwall mining 
is used for both soft and hard rock and the former two methods are only applicable to hard rock conditions. 
 
2.2 Long-hole stope raise drilling 
Long hole stopping is characterized amongst the large scale and safe underground mining methods that are used in 
the massive mining extraction of inclined to vertical orebodies (Himanshu et al. 2018). According to Engineering 
(2006), long-hole stopping comprises of three methods which are: ring blasting, bench mining, and vertical crater 
retreat. With, ring blasting being a widely applied extraction technique, using large equipment for both drilling and 
cleaning of ore. Common to these methods is slot raising, which is a blasting technique used to unlock the reserves, 
thus enabling the stoping process. In the absence of a free breaking point, a slot is established to provide room for the 
blasted material to move into, leading to dislodging movement of the subsequently fired shots.  

 
Slot raising is categorised amongst the expensive activities of the stopping operation, which accounts for 20 to 30% 
of the total costs of stopping.  There are four main types of slot development techniques namely conventional raising 
(dense drilling), drop raising, crater blasting (drill pattern), and raise boring. The first three-technique rely on blasting 
applications and the raise boring through deployment of specialized mechanical boring and reaming equipment 
(Hadjigeorgiou et al. 2005).  

 
Raise boring is a relatively easy technique that requires extensive site preparations and proper equipment alignment. 
Proper matching of the planned hole dimension to the equipment size and the drill drive dimensions is key. Particularly 
when using the non-mobile equipment, to eliminate inefficiencies associated with rework due to resizing excavations. 
Of the three slot raising blasting techniques the conventional raising methods use smaller diameter holes that are 
closely spaced to maximise effective breaking. Often the size of holes is proportional to the sizes of the equipment 
used for drilling and cleaning these smaller tunnels. Whereas drop raising and crater blasts deploy large diameter holes 
owing to the large infrastructure capable of catering for the use of a large fleet for both drilling and logistical activities. 
Successful execution of slot blasting technique is reliant upon knowledge of the mechanisms that influence the 
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breaking of the rock.  
    

 
2.3 Rock breaking through blasting mechanism 
In underground mining, the rock breaking process is dependent upon the drilling and blasting of the rock. The blast 
design is one of the fundamental steps that influence the quality of the blasts’ downstream product. Organizations 
must ensure a standardized blast design framework that enables consistency and alignment concerning the blast design 
requirements (Little and Lovitt 2018). The blast design input parameters are categorized into two variables namely: 
controllable and non-controllable (Dessureault 2006). Where the latter category is best described by geology and 
weather, and controllable variables encompasses equipment, drill patterns, explosive types and loading methods, 
among others. Whilst drilling is known to provide the first step of rock attrition where quality and hole dimensions 
play a pivotal role to the fragmentation outcomes. Equally important is the contribution made by blasting operation to 
the rock breaking mechanism, particularly the shock and gas interface (Technical Services 1998). The shock wave is 
introduced by borehole detonation and radiates outwards causing crushing of the surrounding walls, thus creating an 
extension of fractures and cracks. The degree of fracturing is more prominent closer to the borehole and decreases 
further from the blast hole, owing to the decrease in the magnitude of the shock wave. The propagation of the shock 
wave is dependent upon the density of the medium on which it traverses, as defined by the acoustic impedance 
phenomenon (Dessureault 2006).  

 
This phenomenon has a direct bearing on the velocity and transfer of energy between different mediums as influenced 
by the timing of the fired holes. When the stress wave strikes a free face, it causes a displacement of the rock away 
from the face through a phenomenon called spalling (Engineering 2017). Whilst crushing is mostly a result of shock 
energy there is a certain degree of crushing that is displayed from heave energy, where the explosion gases compress 
the thin wedges within the cracks.  However, a more prominent role of gases is displayed through the extension of the 
cracks that are caused by the penetration of gasses, which in turn displaces the rock web between the free face and the 
blast hole. The cracking or displacement of the rock is a function of the prominence of the energy source, with the 
former attributed to the heave energy exceeding shock energy, and the latter displayed by the dominance of shock 
energy. 

 
A relationship exists between the mining methods, slot blasting and the rock breaking mechanism, to which if properly 
understood could effectively be deployed to ensure quality and reliable slot extraction. Drill designs are used to 
demonstrate this relationship through geometric blast-hole arrangements displayed on the drill pattern. An effective 
breaking of the rock requires three necessary elements, and that is a free face, sufficient void, and consideration for 
rock relief time (Kay 2002).  Where the free face is best described as the surface needed for the shockwave to reflect 
from to create tension cracks. In order for the rock to break, minimum space is required to accommodate the swell of 
the blasted rock fragments; this space is referred to as the void.  Whilst blasting is taking place provision need to be 
given for the broken material to be cleared from the blast hole to give space to fragments of the subsequent blast 
material to break into without subjecting the blast to freezing, where a minimum required is 30%. This is achieved by 
allowing for sufficient delay time, with smaller voids requiring more clearance time than bigger voids.  

 
Various methods of determining relief time have been explored by scientists these include rock ejections using gas 
and pressure, using time and distance relationship, where others use laws of momentum to determine the ejection 
velocities. 
 
3. Research Methodology  
The methodology aims to demonstrate the thinking process deployed to collect data in order to draw up the research 
conclusions. This section highlights a series of methodologies and how they are integrated towards addressing the 
quality and reliability aspects of the study. It is prudent to gain insights as to what are the critical elements of these 
chosen methodologies, which attracts their global application in industries such as manufacturing among others. It is 
through a thorough understanding of these intricacies that the first research question of this study is addressed, “What 
are the global primary quality and reliability tools?” 
  
A case study is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of using a combination of the Lean Six Sigma (LSS) approach 
and the Theory of Constraints (ToC) for a long-hole slot raise improvements. Turner and Turner (2008) defined case 
studies as a triangulation research strategy that provides an extensive investigation platform. The comprehensive 
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nature presented by these methodologies offers a framework that is used to demonstrate improvement in the quality 
and reliability of long-hole stopes, particularly slot development. Both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 
research are explored as a primary evaluation technique in LSS and ToC. Also noted, is that it is not uncommon for 
organizations to use a combination of the two methods to attain both quality and reliability provided that there is a 
clear understanding of the differences and tool application thereof (Mettas 2010).  

 
The LSS typifies a management philosophy that is centred on acquiring products with less defect, cost reduction, 
reduced variation and improved customer satisfaction (Krishnan et al. 2020).  It facilitates the data and statistical 
analysis through a DMAIC framework, i.e., Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, and. Define is the first stage and 
constitutes the project team formation, formulation of the business case, problem statement and the clarity on the value 
derived from conducting the project. Tools such as SIPOC, which stand for Supplier, Input, Process, Output and 
Control are used to define the process boundaries and provide an understanding of the customers’ requirements.   

 
Measuring is the second phase, and it provides an indication of the status of the process with special attention given 
to assessing the capability of the process. A sigma level is a measure used to define the process capability and ranges 
from 1 to 6, with 1 defining poor capability and 6 representing a well capable process. It is through understanding the 
process capabilities that the effectiveness measure of the process in producing the desired quality product can be 
ascertained (Yee et al. 2014). Various set of tools used for data collection, system capability and pre-measuring results 
forms the basis of this stage. Analyse is the stage that is characterised by identifying the route cause and is 
predominated by statistical analyses depending on the nature of the data being analysed. The nature of the data 
provides guidance on the tools used for analyses, e.g., categorical data use Pareto, box plots, ANOM, and for numerical 
scatter plots and correlations are used.   

 
Improve phase identifies variables that would mitigate a problem if addressed and uses either qualitative or 
quantitative improvement tools such as the Ishikawa diagram, idea-generating tools applied for the former and criteria 
comparison tools (absolute and weighted criteria) used for the latter.  
The Control phase uses visuals such as performance graphs or control charts to monitor the process status. The ToC 
in this case study is applied as a complementary tool that assisted with providing the granularities in problem 
identification and is very effective in analyses of systems bottleneck, through cause-and-effect diagrams using Current 
Reality Tree (CRT) and five-focus step approach. The current reality tree is a logical diagram that connects a list of 
undesirable effects to demonstrate a holistic approach to viewing the cause and effect.  

 
This article constitutes of data set dating from January 2018 to December 2020. This period typifies the formulation 
of systems and processes at South Deep, which have been the main driver of continuous improvement, thus enabling 
data accessibility. The improvement phase covers a period from January 2020 to December 2020. The empirical data 
is collected from the underground workings is based on the actual daily captured data that is transferred to the 
observation sheets. Both the descriptive data acquired from the conversations held with employees performing or 
overseeing the tasks, and numerical data gathered from individual performed tasks is then transferred to the excel 
database.  Furthermore, various charts are used to analyse the data depending on the nature of the subject data, i.e., 
for categorical data Pareto, box plots, histogram and ANOM etc., and for numerical data scatter plots and correlation 
analysis is done. Sigma Excel software is used to make inferences on the statistical analysis. The post-blast analysis 
was conducted to establish plausible causes of failures or successes. Furthermore, PowerPoint presentations were 
prepared to facilitate discussions and learnings with regard to compliance and other performance metrics. The wide 
application of these systems and their ability to offer quality and reliable outcomes in different industries presents an 
opportunity to apply them in the development of long-hole slots.  
 
The case background outlines the Quality and Reliability Analysis for Long-hole Stope Slots at South Deep Mine 
Based on Drilling and Blasting Practices. This section of the article is used to provide the extent of the second research 
question, “why are quality and reliability important in long-hole stope slots?”. Long-hole stopping is regarded as a 
productive method used in the extraction of underground metalliferous deposits (Himanshu et al. 2018). However, 
South Deep strives to extract full benefits from this method and has embarked on a journey to ensure consistency in 
achieving its operational targets. Challenges with not achieving the operational plan reliably result in frequent re-
adjustments that could affect the build-up plan. In order for South Deep to achieve its vision of being a Global leader 
in sustainable gold, reduction in variability of stopping quality is key. This will be achieved by deploying strategies 
that promote safe, mechanised and profitable mining of this low bulk grade commodity.  
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The strategy entailed classifying the challenges of the mine into various improvement themes through the 
“Siyaphambili” program. Among other themes is the improvement of face time, which is the theme that qualifies this 
slot improvement initiative. Slot establishment is regarded as the critical inception stage in long-hole stopping. Failure 
to establish slots timely impacts the organization’s resources negatively and reduces the mine’s ability to achieve its 
build-up, consequently leading to organizational loss of revenue. This case study aims to highlight the application of 
a systematic approach application in improving the quality and reliability of slots and overall long hole stopes at South 
Deep.  
 
Problem identification- According to the mine production team, frequent planning and execution discrepancies are 
caused by delays in producing designs. These allegations caused confusion considering the tireless working ethics 
displayed by the designing team in ensuring the timeous receipt of designs. This triggered emotions that suggested an 
instant solution of increasing the number of engineers to curb the perceived delays. To further identify the problem, a 
process flow was used to model the flow of material from design to tramming in a chronological order to enable 
identification of the build-up of material using a ToC methodology. 
 
Depicted from the process flow is that despite the availability of stopes for design engineers the production rigs are 
constantly consumed with recovery designs work and often rework blast produces less tonnage. The reduced tonnes 
emanating from the re-work blast ultimately causes process starvation, thus causing the quick loading and poor 
utilisation of equipment. The findings made from the unpacked process re-directed the investigation towards 
identifying the route-cause of re-work. Qualitative data collected by the quality controllers were analysed to conduct 
a route cause analysis through constructing a current reality tree. The collected data constitutes the undesired effects 
(UDE) as well as the general observations from quality controllers. These UDEs were then assembled in a logical 
connection to establish the route cause to slot failure. Inductive analysis from these logical connections entailed 
connecting cause and effects regarding the drilling, charging inaccuracy and the urgency deployed in conducting 
critical activities. The findings of the CRT were that the crews focused on achieving their targets through local optima 
and had reluctance in doing things right the first time but opting for recovery plans.  

 
This section of the research study presents the findings of the approach used in this case study’s methodologies in an 
attempt to answer the research question, “How can the quality and reliability management tools be used to ensure a 
consistent extraction of the Long hole slots?. In order to effectively provide solutions to this high variable performance 
experienced at South Deep. A thorough investigation on various factors that influence the long-hole stope performance 
was considered, these include assessing the organisations’ competency trajectory. An understanding of the operation’s 
current standings is used to provide better guidance on the level of the required interventions. Figure 3 reflect South 
Deep’s trajectory with particular attention given to the conscious competency phase. This phase is reflected by the 
holistic approach of the planning and execution value chain that is guided by a set of standards. This is with the view 
that the only barriers that exist are only systems based as opposed to operability. 
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Figure 3. South Deep’s Competency trajectory, adopted from Burch N, 1970, (cited in Aguilar 2013) 
 
Upon identifying that, the slot failure is the reason for operational delays a Lean Six Sigma (DMAIC) methodology 
was deployed to improve the slot developments. Define- a project charter was formulated and constitutes of a problem 
statement to describe the extent and the impact of slot failures as well as the benefits obtained from improvements. A 
wide view based solution criteria are practised through strategic team selection. The process was mapped using a 
SIPOC to provide relevant guidance for improving the process. SIPOC also provides a visual platform that informs 
the types of variables to be considered for the cause and effect analysis. 
   
4. Results and Discussion 
Measure- The pre-measured slot compliance data was analysed to check for normality, using the histogram. The 
outcomes of this pre-measure data were found to be normally distributed with a mean of 0.59 and standard deviation 
of 0.23, at an Anderson normality p-value of 0.07. Whereby a p-value > 0.05 is used to indicate data normality. After 
the establishment of the normality test, a process capability was calculated using a continuous data process sigma level 
calculator and a sigma value of 1.1 was obtained, deeming the process to have very low capability. Processes with a 
sigma value of 6 would constitute highly delicate procedures such as heart surgery, Air flights, but for slot compliance 
sigma levels greater or equal to 3 are deemed to be adequate.  

 
A team-based data collection plan is used to provide a relationship of variables that contributes to slot failures. The 
identified variables were sorted to reflect the type of data they represent, i.e., categorical variables or numerical. This 
is to allow for effective use of data analysis tools, because of the differences in tools deployed in analysis of each data 
type. 
 
Analyse- The control chart for the slot compliance was used to analyse the process stability, particularly looking at 
signals for special variation and if the process is in a transition state. There were no data points that had to be eliminated 
on the basis of special variation. Furthermore, the process was observed to be stable with variations within the control 
limit but out of specifications. This then necessitated further interventions to improve the process to operate within 
customers specification levels of 60% and 100%.  
 
4.1 Numerical Results 
The results column in table 1 displays the process leading to the findings made from each corresponding tool.  

Table 1. Sources of variation 

 
 
Eight sources of variation identified from a teamwork exercise were considered to have the greatest impact on slot 
compliance, and these were classified according to either numerical or categorical type in order to allocate tools that 
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will inform the formulation of relevant key performance indicators. Of all the analysed sources of variation, only six 
had sufficient data that is used to derive the findings. Hypothesis are drawn from each source and validated using 
various tools as determined by the constituents of the data type. These analyses and improvement techniques addresses 
the question on “What are the quality and reliability correlation that can be derived for a slot design pattern and the 
execution?”   
 
4.2 Graphical Results 
The categorical and numerical analysis of the sources of variation are displayed in figure 4, and 5. Figure 4 shows a 
comparison of 152mm 9-reamer patterns using 76mm (152-9RR76) or 89mm (152-9RR89) blastholes to have 
higher compliance as reflected by higher mean (>70%) and lower data standard deviation compared to that of 76mm 
patterns with mean (≤60%). 
 

 
Figure 4. Blast pattern compliance 

 
Figure 5 below reflected negative correlation on both scatter plots with a slightly stronger correlation observed in 
comparison between slot compliance and stope height. Both plots had a co-efficient of determination less than 0.5 
affirming a weak correlation.   
 

 
Figure 5. Compliance scatter plots 

 
4.3 Proposed Improvements 
Improve- Following a lead from the analyses phase, brainstorming sessions were held to provide solutions to these 
plausible causes of slot failure using the process improvement flow model outlined in figure 6. Depicted in this model 
is a multistage team-based approach that constitutes of various stages followed to arrive at a certain decision.  
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Figure 6. Improvement Process Flow Model 

 
Review of the slot pattern entailing increasing the reamer diameter from 152mm to 204mm, which proportionately 
picked-up the void ratio from the current ratio of 107% to 111%. The modifications were solely done on reamers sizes 
without altering the grid pattern, as shown in figure 7.   
 

 
Figure 7. 204 Reamer Rise pattern for 76mm and 89mm 

 
Further modifications on the design and marking process were conducted to subordinate the alterations made to reamer 
diameters. These encompassed increase in stakeholder participation through the establishment of slot improvement 
teaming. The slot teaming facilitated a timeous availability of information and optimisation opportunity to the design, 
marking and across all the stopping value chain. Additional to the process and design modifications were the 
leadership-driven improvements drive where weekly performance is discussed with relevant stakeholders accounting 
to the observed results.  
 
Control- The outcome of the improvement initiative reflects an advancement in sigma levels from 1.1 or 2.05 using 
continuous and discreet data respectively, to 3.03 as reflected by significant defects occurrences compared to the 
previous years. The obtained improvements were locked and controlled using visuals and graphical controls. The 
visual process controls were used to ensure quality, repeatability and consistent product that is easily identifiable at 
various stages of development. Standards and procedures for slots were modified to reflect a sequence that ensures 
repeatability. Figures 8 and 9, reflect the visual performance controls used in this slot improvement project. 
The aforementioned quality and reliability interventions tools have led to slot performance improvements of 16% 
compared to last years’ leading to an overall slot performance of 73% (shown by pink arrow). Also shown in figure 8 
is the proportionate improvement of overall long-hole stope performance by 11% from last year’s performance of 
79% to the current performance of 90%.The control charts were used to monitor the slot improvement results as 
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reflected in figure 9. These provide an immediate means of tracking the slot process stability as shown by the data set 
fluctuations within the control limits, i.e., Upper Control Limit (UCL) and lower control Limit (LCL). The pink dotted 
lines represent both upper and lower specification limits, USL and LSL respectively. Moreover, the chart reflects two 
different phases one being the pre-intervention phase (controlled state) reflecting more data fluctuations below the 
mean. Whereas the improved state displays less slot data variability with most of it lying above the mean.  
 

 
       Figure 8. Slot/Stope Compliance Graph                          Figure 9. Slot Compliance Control Charts 
 
Shown in figure 10 below is results obtained from splitting compliance for slot raise only and slot taken together with 
the extension. The extraction of the slot together with extension reflects more favourable outcomes compared to slot 
only as reflected by the higher mean and low deviation for the former compared to the latter.   
 

 
Figure 10. Slot Compliance histogram 

 
4.4 Validation 
Analysis of means (ANOM) reflected in Table 1 is used to provide statistically significant differences between process 
outputs that are similarly categorised (Lee Sye 2009). No statistical inferences linking the difference in compliance to 
the categorical data as the means of all categories were within the upper and lower decision limit. However, the sample 
data displayed good performance when bigger bits (89mm) are used as well as when execution is with slot and its 
extension together. This could be attributed to the higher void ratio of 89mm bits and further analysis is needed to 
understand the performance associated with taking slot and extension together. 
 
The validation made from the numerical planned slot height and blast size data using Pearson correlation reflects the 
p-value < 0.05 for compliance vs height meaning there is a significant relationship worth studying between these two 
variables. Established from the overall analysis including analysis made from CRT, is that slot compliance is sensitive 
to the drill pattern used and high-performance variability caused by lack of accountability from the crews. Moreover, 
the team felt that there is more opportunity for improvement associated with the accuracy of the input placed towards 
slotting.The outcome of this improvement initiative reflects an advancement in sigma levels made on discrete data 
from 2.05 to 3.03 as reflected by a significant reduction in a number of defects occurrences when compared to the 
previous years. 
 
5. Conclusion  
This study provided insights on the current slot processes and an appreciation of Lean Six Sigma combined with the 
theory of constraints methodologies. The DMAIC methodology enabled the correlation of the literature review aspects 
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to the practical and theoretical knowledge. It surfaced the importance of defining the problem prior to assuming any 
improvement intervention. The measuring results and the process capability assessment provided an indication on the 
direction to be followed for analysis and improvement. The analysis made from the stratified data has shown the 
overlying rock and the stope categories to have little to no influence on slot compliance. In contrast, the mean for slot 
compliance taken from Slot & Extension (bigger blast size), and that of slot patterns consisting of 89mm shot holes 
displayed a relatively higher mean than those of slot only and 76mm bits, respectively. This suggests that the use of a 
modified 89mm reamer pattern on extracting the slot together with the extension yields better results. In addition, a 
negative correlation is displayed by the height of the stope and the planned tonnes to compliance. Although, the 
measuring results reflected the slot compliance to be normally distributed with the mean of 59% standard deviation 
of 24% at a p-value of 0.07. The post improvement intervention outcomes reflect non-normally distributed compliance 
with a mean of 73% and standard deviation of 20% with a p-value of 0.003. This is attributed to the shift in 
performance where the bulk of the data set is positioned to the high-performance ranges of 70% with fewer slots on 
the lower performance range, thus skewing the results to the left. 
 
In conclusion, even though Lean Six Sigma provides a well-structured framework to guide improvement. Assessment 
of the organisational competency enables the right application of solutions to the right problems leading to reduced 
wastage. Casting the improvement to the organisational strategy together with the role of the senior management team 
in enabling effective reporting and tracking forum played a critical role in the sustainability of improvements. The 
performance outcomes of the slot compliance commensurate a process improvement by two up to a sigma level three 
(3). Often with improvements, customers’ requirements evolve, necessitating further modifications and 
standardization of processes. Lean Six Sigma being a process-orientated framework provides an effective vehicle that 
is adaptable to making continuous improvements, thus providing a company’s competitive advantage. 
 
6. Recommendations 
Even though there are improvements in slot compliance, sustainability and further improvements relies upon 
understanding the drilling and charging-up accuracy and precision. Owing to time and resource constraints, it was not 
feasible to cover the scope of drilling and charging up. Although the study focused on slot compliance similar systems 
and processes are adaptable to overall long-hole stopping compliance. The current slot patterns’ spacing yields 
satisfactory results, however, there is frequent reports regarding the intersection of holes. This is often not picked up 
during the drilling process, but rather observed when charging up, through seepage of an emulsion into adjacent holes. 
This then necessitates patterns modifications that are aimed at increasing the slot inter-hole spacing, thus reducing the 
likelihood of holes intersection.  Improvements in slot compliance commensurate the overall stope performance, thus 
causing excessive inventory levels between loading and tramming.  The model suggests a drum buffer rope where the 
rate of drilling and blasting is determined by the buffer depletion of the broken rock.   
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